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Infusion of Social Clauses into Global Trade Agreements: How
Necessary Are They?

Asif Salahuddinr

This article examines whether social cluuses should be instilled into
global trade ugreements so as to develop labotu. stanclards in
exporting countries, i.e. developing countrie,s .from the Sotrth. Social
clauses attempt to improve labour conditions in exporting countries
whiclt allows .fbr sanctions to be taken agoinst exporters ./ailing to
observe minimum labour standarels. The deplorable lqhour
conditions workers ure exposeel to in the developing countries are a
matter o./ great concern thctt needs to be addressed
uncompronlisingl.r-. It ruises questions regarcling sustainabilit), that
triggers some nloral cltrestiorts whether such worker.s should be
a//orded.further protection i.e. b), importing cottntries via inrpttsing
sanc'tions or other measures using 'social clauses' in global trade
agreements. The article fLrther elisc'ttsses wctrk-related soc:ial issues
thut mostlyJttcus otl the labour ,stanclards and working conditions.

Introduction

In the context of international trade social clauses issues arise due to the trade-
labour linkage. The operation of trade-labour linkage in the form of inclusion of
clauses that pay attention to work-related social issues, i.e. freedom of association
and the right to collective bargaining, abolition of forced labour, abolition of child
labour, abolition of discrimination in employment, sound working conditions,
minimum wage, limited working hours, occupational health and safety of workers
among others, are common in unilateral, bilateral and regional trade agreements.
There has been a call from the Global Nor1h, predominantly the US and member
states of the European Union to include social clause in global trade agreements
such as the World Trade Organrsation (WTO) Agreements to ensure work-related
social issues are noted with concern.t Howeveq attempt to include social clauses
was fiercely rejected by thc Global South rn'hich mostly included Asian countries
wherein Japan took a lead in the resistance.
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The definition of a social clause can be enunciated in the following terms "a
social clause aims at improving labour conditions in exporting countries by
allowing sanctions to be taken against exporters who fail to observe minimum
standards."r According to Hansson, producers "that do not comply with the
minimum requirements must choose between a change in working conditions or
run the risk of being confronted with increased trade baniers in their export
markets."'ln other words, the signatory states to the International Labour
organisation (ll-o) Conventions, in general, must respect the ILo core labour
standards. Proponents of social clause argue that if a country allows its labour
force to work under deplorable labour standards with poor working conditions
and miserable wages, this would allow for the country to gain competitive
advantage over its competitors by exporting products at a cheaper price.' But
there are many instances that rndicate that such cornpetitive advantage is attained
at the expense of grave violations of human rights as far as rvorkers in those
deplorable working conditions are concerned, i.e. the Rana plaza tragedy'' and
fire at Tazreen Fashions- together snatched more than twelve hundred lives and
severely injured nearly three thousand workers in Bangladesh.

Historically there have been several arguments on which the trade-labour linkage
has been based. These arguments can be divided mainly into four categories:
comfilon sense arguments, economic arguments, pragmatic arguments and lastly,
moral and human rights arguments.s First, the common sense argumente implies
that since trade and labour issues are interconnected, there is no good reason to
deny the linkage between them. Second, economic arguments"'suggest that the
inclusion of social clause in trade agreements would prevent developed countries
from being exposed to unfair competition. Third, pragmatic argumentsrrare that
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the breaches of the social clauses in trade agreements must be subject to

sanctions unlike the current ILO "toothless" regime. Finally, the moral and

human rights arguments't suggest that inserlion of social clause would improve

the domestic working conditions of the developing countries.

In this arlicle, the arguments and justifications that have so far been put forward

in favour of inclusion of social clause in trade agreements would be explored.

This article will analyse (a) whether inclusion of social clause can help improve

the labour standards such as working conditions, wages and other work-related

social issues in the developing countries; (b) whether social clause would affect

the job market of the developed countries for real or is it only an unfounded

accusation. Moreover, it would be argued that the inclusion of social clauses in

global trade agreements would not be a good idea and that such an inclusion

could lead to adverse effects. Furlhermore. the enforcement and advancement of

labour standards should be the exclusive responsibility of the ILO and the WTO

should be free from this resnonsibilitv.

Social Clauses: From a Historical, Political and Economic Context

The links between international trade and labour standards may be as old as the

standards themselves.'' The trade-labour linkage may be traced back to the

famous comment made by Jacques Necker in 1788, Louis XVI regime's finance

minister and banker. "if a country were to abolish the weekly day of rest, it would

undoubtedly gain an advantage, provided it was the only one to do so; if others

acted likewise the situation would be as before."'.

Proponents of social clauses might also derive supporl from the ILO's preamble

to the Constitution which states, "failure of any nation to adopt humane

conditions of labour is an obstacle in the way that other nations which desire to

improve the conditions in their own countries."' '

After the World War II, the European Common Market was established and tariff

and customs were eliminated. This gave rise to the fear that the cost of labour

might once again become an important factor in determination of the final price of

products. As such, arguments for inclusion of social clauses in trade agreements

' '  rbid.
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were revived. The Treaty of Rome devoted Arlicles 112-ll1 to social policy
considerations whereupon the European Union Member States agreed to "the
need to promote improved working conditions and an improved standard of
living for workers, so as to make possible their harmonisation."'6 Fufiherrnore,
the Brandt committee recommended agreeing to fair labour standards
internationally "in order to prevent unfair competition and facilitate trade
liberalisation".rT Initiatives from the US at the same time could be seen in the
form of US legislation allowing for grants to exporting countries that respect
minimum labour standards.r* During the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) negotiations held in Uruguay in 1986, the US proposed the insertion of
social clauses in GATT and this proposal attained supporl from the European
parliament, but the idea was not followed ,p'' due to the reluctance and
resistance from the Global South.

It would therefore appear that the idea of a social clause in global trade
agreement is not new. However, its universal application in the form of inclusion
in wro agreements was fiercely opposed by developing countriest" who accused
the Global North of attempting to obsequiously use social clause as a disguise for
protectionism. The current application of the social clauses span between
unilateral, bilateral and regional agreements.

Post World War II, the industrialised countries took drastic steps toward trade
liberalisation using GATT as a vehicle. The industrialised countries from the
Global North were experiencing the trade boom at the time.rr Meanwhile. the
developing countries from the Global South, at the same time, were pursuing
imporl substitution policies and insisting for a nerv intemational economic order
to attain remedy for the unfair treatment these countries were subjected to at the
international economic system.tt During that tirne the industrialised countries

' "  
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were the main players at the GATT, whereas the developing countries were made

to sit on the side-lines.23

However, import competition has led to decline in employment in the

manufacturing sectors of the North due to cheaper imporls and outsourcing such

as the US apparel industry." This essentially led to the fall in demand for such

types of manufactured products produced in the developed countries i.e. due to

higher product price driven by high labour and other associated costs. This

caused high unemployment rate in Western Europe and stagnant wages of

unskilled workers in the US, refered to as social dumping,tt caused by the orders

for products such as ready-made garment being outsourced to developing

countries like Bangladesh as opposed to manufacturing them in the USA, UK and

so on. Engaging in WTO negotiations, the successor to GATT, increased trade

liberalisation in favour of developing countries and transition economies with the

rise of the "East Asian miracle countries" and the collapse of communism.t" The

developing countries rejected the proposition of social clause and tetmed it a

disguise for protectionism." The developing countries further criticised the

attempts to include a social clause in WTO agreements on the basis that it would

be hypocritical of the developed countries'to call for sanctions to be imposed on

the developing countries for practices that defeats provisions of conventions

which the developed countries failed to ratify themselves'?t'

Historical Arguments for the Justification of Social Clause

The arguments historically put forward to justify the use of social clauses can be

divided into four categories as aforetncntioned: comrlon sense arguments,

economic arguments. pragrnatrc argurnents and finally, moral and human rights

arguments.t"

Common Sense Argun ents

The common sense argument is that trade and labour are closely interconnected

and there is no reason to oppose the linkage. These common sense arguments are

t t  
Ibi . . l .

t t  
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widely used in political dialogues and by trade unions, in particular, The argument
may seem attractive but it lacks adequate reasons to support it. Servais argues that
there may be a link between trade and income distributionr" but does it take one to
the point that an income distribution clause should be included in trade
agreements? The answer to this question would inevitably be no. It would therefore
negate any suggestion that attempts to justify the finding of trade labour-linkage to
trigger an inclusion of a social clause in global trade agreements.

Economic Arguments

The main economic arguments in firvour of inclusion of social clauses in trade
agreements are:r'

To avoid race to the bottom
Competition based on low wage is unfair
To facilitate wage dispersion and income distnbution in the developed countries
Job dislocation and disnlacement

The above sub-categories of economic arguments are discussed below.

To avoid race to the bottom

Race to the bottom refers to the competition that cheapens labour and deprives
workers of the fruits of econornic growth." This would allow for developing
countries to attain competitive advantage over its competitors by further
cheapening labour.tt Bernard and Deakin argue, the flexibility that transnational
cotporations (TNCs) have with regard to incorporation and reincorporation in
difl-erent jurisdictions u,ithin re-eional arrangements allows them to avoid cerlain
social and labour rights issues. In such a case, developing countries might reduce
mandatory rules to retain or attract TNCs. This view is in agreement with the
suggestion that TNCs har.e an inclination to ignore national laws.'"

Neverthcless, there is no clear evidence to supporl this argument. lnstead, there
are rcpofts which indicate to the contrary. A study by The organisation for

t"  
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Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1996 on export
performance found no evidence in favour of a country with low labour standards

enjoying a better export perfomrance than a country with high labour standards.r'

There is conflicting evidence which suggests, generally the exporl processing

zones tend to have higher wages compared to the rest of the industrial or

economic zones in a country. Different research concludes that there is no

corelation between countries with low labour standards and their attracting

TNCs.tu The race to the bottom arsument is therefore not well founded.

Competition based on low wage is unfair

It has been argued by the proponents of social clauses that violations of labour

standards in the developing countries are the cause of increased competitiveness

in the developed countries.'- Hence. they argue that competitive advantage based

on low wage is  un la i r  and i l leg i t imate . r *

It may be contended, social clauses are not in fact designed to protect the

developed countries' industries. It is only a camouflage of a measure aimed at

protectionism since the developing and the developed countries hardly ever

compete in the same field of industry. Developing countries, goods are mostly

labour intensive and unskilled in nature. This would negate any notion of unfair

advantage, as aforementioned, since the developed countries' goods and seruices

are mostly highly skilled knowledge and technology based. Such an argument

would only be valid to the extent that another competing developing country is

involved. Besides, the European Commission rejects any notion which questions

the comparative advantage that a developing country may have attained due to its

low-wage leve1.t"

To facilitate wage dispersion and income distribution in the developed countries

It is argued that increased trade with low w'age countries from the developing

countries in the South have the effect of both wage dispersion and income

inequality in thc Nor1h. In particular, it affects the unskilled workers of the

t 5  - , ., \ tnnacns .  too \c  n .  /
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developed countries.'" Since the 1980s, in the US, the real wages of unskilled
workers have decreased compared to skilled workers.

According to Feenstra, a large amount of research has been conducted in the past
decades to determine the actual cause of decrease in real wages of unskilled
workers compared to skilled workers. The studies have found that it is the skill-
based technological change that has triggered the decrease in real wages of
unskilled workers rather than competition from the low-wage countries.o' Recent
studies conducted on the links between low labour standards in the developing
countries and the low wage of unskilled workers in the US found no strong
positive correlation between them.tt As a result, it would appear that the instant
argument in favour of social clause is also fragile.

JoLt Dislocation and Displacement

Trade and competitive advantage can have the effect of job dislocation and
displacement.*' It is often the case that multinational corporations (MNCs) are in
search of regimes with flexible regulations, good infrastructure, economic and
political stability, and low wages amongst others. Their finding the presence of
above mentroned factors in a country could well cause a move from for e.g. UK
to China or Germany to Bangladesh. But then again, sole attribution to low
labour standards for such a firove would be utterly misleading. An appropriate
response to this problem would not be the inclusion of protectionist measures but
the facilitation of trade adjustment measures such as workers' retraining, workers'
relocation, income supporl and so on. per Schumpeter.t'

Prugmutic Arguments

Social clause suppofters argue that the ILO has no teeth in the sense that it has no
authority to impose sanctions of any kind. rvhether civil or criminal. This is the
case even though a country has violated the conventions it has previously ratified.
On the other hand, WTO has the authority to impose sanctions for breach of trade

u" 
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agreements. That is why social clause advocates call for its infusion in WTO
agreements.t'

When discussions are made regarding the [LO, it should be bome in mind that

the ILO resofis to soft law approach. It relies on arrangements such as voluntary

parlicipation, triparlite social dialogue, capacrty buildingr' amongst others. This is

where the ILO is unique. The ILO should not be confused with a sanction based

organisation such as the WTO, which has a different purpose and reach.

Charnovitz contends, the WTO may have the best dispute settlement system

installed among the international organisations but it is coercive state-centric and

consequently the states are not as compliant with the WTO. Chaniovitz furlher

asserts, it may be necessary for the WTO to pull some of its teeth and replace

them with soft law approach so as to make parties to agreement more

compliant." As such, it would be apparent that the instant argument for social

clause is also insubstantial.

Morul und Human Rights Arguments

As social clause suppofters contend, its inclusion in trade agreements would
protect the workers from working under deplorable conditions, improve domestic

working conditions and corect abusive practices in the developing countries.

such as. Bangladesh." Since the ILO lacks a strong enforcement mechanism, the

infusion of minimum labour standards in trade asrecments would ensure that thev

are complied with.

From the above, an impression is made to a certain extent that social clauses are
prirnarily attempted to be included in trade agreements not because workers are

erploited or that there is an ethical or legal urge to guarantee those rights. Instead

these attempts are made because of economic reasons, with one country taking

advantage over another with cheaper labour. If such is the case, then the morale

of this argument is at best weak and at worse misleading. It would create doubts
in one's mind and lead one to be convinced by the argument of the Global South
that social clauses are a disguise only intended to serve protectionist purposes

rather than enhance labour riehts.

ts 
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Moreover imposition of sanctions 0n developing countries would not help
improve their labour standards but only huft their economic aspirations. If the
sanctions imposed for breach of a social clause cost workers their jobs, what
positive difference does the social clause make? It should be borne in mind that
these workers have dependent family members. workers' losing their jobs would
not only harm them but also their dependents. lf this happens at a mass level, it
could have unscrupulous implications and repercussions for the whole economy.
In consequence, it might elicit an increase in crimes in the developing country
concemed. Given the above arguments, social clause would only make a bad
situation worse.

The Effectiveness of Social Clause Mechanism

To assess the effectiveness of the social clause mechanism in ensuring work
related social issues in global trade agreements of the 21st century it is
imperative to begin with identifying what the work related social issues
actual ly are.

The ILO's uddressing work-relatetl sociul issues

The ILO has noted u'ork-related social issues in its 86th session in Geneva in
.Iune 1998, when it made its "Declaration on Fundamental Pnnciples and Rights
at Work." Member states of thc ILO are obliged to adhere to the principles
concerning fundamental rights which are subject of those Conventions:r"

(a) Freedorn of association and the effective rccognition of the rieht to collective
bargaining;'"

(b) The elimination of all forms of forced labour: ' '

(c) The effective abolition of child labour; 
'r 

and
(d) The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation."

The Declaration requires all Members, in good taith. to respect, promote, these
principles in accordance with the Conventions. u'hetlter or not the Member State
has ratified the particular Convention in question.

'. 'lLO Declaration on Funclamcntal Principles and Rights at \\blk'. International Labour Organisation.
acccsscd l 6 Decenbcr 20l 6. http:iiwu'w. ilo.org/publicienglrsh ,'standards relm,ilc. ilc86/com-dtxt.htm.
tuA,t i . l .2(a). 

ILO Dcclarat ion on Fundamental Principles ani l  Riehts at \ \ 'ork l i ) i )8 (adopted l9 June1998).'  
Ibid, Art icle 2(b).
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The ettbctiveness of the social clause n echanism in trude agreements to ensure
work reluted social issues are taken into account in the 2l'' centurv

It has already been stated that social clauses are cunently being used in the

unilateral,5* bilateral55 and regional'" trade agreements to ensure work-related

social issues are taken into account. As regards to regional trade agreements, first

the EU and then the NAFTA trade asreements are considered in this arlicle.

European Union

Anicle 50 of the Cotonou Agreerrrent '  included a clause on trade and labour

standards to uphold the relevant core labour standards of the ILO andto work in

co-operation in this area."Arlicle 50 requires that labour standards should not be
used as a tool to achieve protectionist objectives."' Apafi from the ILO core
labour standards, other standards are matters for co-operation and non-

compliance with them does not allow the other parly to impose sanctions. This is
due to the European Council's awareness of the sensitivity of these measures

against the developing nations and their argument of protectionism is apparent
from Article 50(3). Hencefofth, the European approach has been focusing on
capacity building and increasing co-operation among States instead of resorting
to sanctions. In promotion of the core labour standards, a Council resolution was
passed in 2003 which supporled all forms of incentives.""

The EU's approach could be cited as far reaching and forward looking. However,
if these measures are simply levied and labour standards are expected to be
adhered to and improved without having regard to the economic development of
the country, it would yield no good results if the commitment to collaboration
remains only on paper. The deluded labour standards that do not take account of
the development level of the exporling country would exacerbate unsustainable

Serva is .  abore  n .  l t ) .  a t  p . :11
Ib id .  p  12 .
rb id .
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production and consumption pattems, thus aggravating the existing situation.br
Another argument against the inclusion of social clauses in global trade
agreements in the form of minimum labour standards can be said to be "one size
does not fit all" similar to the approach that is applied in corporate govemance
system of comply or explain in the UK and other parls of the world to allow
flexibility and avoid rigidity.

NAFTA

As Bob Hepple puts it, the very first trade agreement to link trade and labour
rights was recognised by the North American Agreement on Labour Cooperation
(NAALC). The NAALC is a side agreement to Norlh American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).'r The fundamental characteristic of NAALC is that it does
not require the enforcement of intemational labour standards but the enforcement
of national labour laws by the parties involved."' A dispute resolution procedure
is available to the countries which act in violation of their own labour lesislation
and collective agreements."*

Critics outline that the majority of the issues raised against uS, Canada and
Mexico concerned collective labour law issues. In these casesi complainants
typically were the unions which was limited to ministerial consultation as a method
of enforcement. Weiss argues that the rarity of child labour and injury complaints
may be traced back to the lack of institutional bodies that thcy may belong to."5

It could be argued that the NAALC core feature is flawed and unnecessary in the
sense that a country is generally obliged to take into account the violations of its
own laws and national labour law enforcement is no diff-erent. As a result. there is
no need for NAALC to tell a state that they should uphold their own labour
standards. Moreover the NAALC enforcement mechanism is also verv frasile.

Shottld social clnuses be inJusetl into globul trade agreentents - namely the Il/T0 agreements?

From the above examples of thc EtJ and NAALC. it is obvious how critical and
controversial the role of social clauses can be. Those who argue that social clauses
be infused in the WTO agreements are devoid of reality and have an inclination to

" '  'The Social Clausc and Sustainablc Developmcnt' .  lnternational Centre lbr Trade and Sustainable
Development, acccsscd 7 January 2015. http:rilvn'w.ictsd.org,dounloads/2008/06/scpaper.pdf.
"- Hepple. above n. 57. at p. 107.
' '  
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place an effective international organisation rn jeopatdy. If the WTO were to watch

over labour standards, then its focus would be diverled fiom its primary objective-

setting standards and settling disputes in international trade. Such an inclusion

would cause the WTO to fail in achieving its pnmary goals. It is submitted that the

ILO is the appropriate body to deal with labour standards and relevant issues.

Needless to say, the WTO should not be involved in the process.

Servais suggests that the ILO standard setting mechanism should be called on to

rectify and implement certain ILO conventions and the call should be made to both

the industrialised and developing countries. The ILO, in this mechanism, would

have to play a vital role in achieving this fbat at various stages of the process such

as in making the choice of instruments and in supervising observance of the

standards.6('servais contends. the ILO's role as a mediator in the social clause issue

woulcl lead to flexibility and pragmatism in this contentious area.o- Any questions or

disputes regarding social clause or labour standards would, at any point of time, be

better explained by the ILO than the WTO. This is because the ILO is the most

expefi and appropriate entity in this arena. lf some consider the ILO's enforcement

mechanism to be weak, then why do not they call for more enforcement powers for

the ILO rather than attempting to bring in the WTO in this matter?

Conclusion

The historical background of social clauses has been revisited in this article and it

is evident that the concept is not new. It has been observed that the changing

political and economic circumstances have led to resuscitation of the concept in

the modern era.

The arlicle also assessed the arguments for and against social clauses in much

detail. Effecting social clauses in trade agreements would mean that any breach of

rninimum labour standards by developing countries would bar them from accessing

the 'free' markets of the developed countries. However, the developed countries

would always have access to the markets of the developing countries. If this is not

hypocrisy then what is'J How can competition based on low wage be tetmed unfair

if this is the only advantage that the developing countries have'J Should the

developed countries' capitalists and champions of 'free market economy' not respect

the wage lcvel in the developing countries that has been determined by market

mechanisms in the latter? Then why interfere with the developing countries as

regards some of their industries where they may have a competitive advantage over

t"' 
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the industries of the developed countries? Is it that the capitalist social slausE
advocates from the Norlh believe in the maxim "might is always right?" May be this
is the case and so they are reluctant to let countries from the South outperfonl them
in any aspect. Perhaps, the arguments for the inclusion of social clauses in trade
agreements are designed for no purpose other than to hinder the growth and
development of developing countries which have a competitive advantage over
developed countr ies in certain sectors.

It would be ill-advised to involve the WTO in labour issues. lt goes withor"rt saying
that the ILO is the appropriate body to deal with such matters. The WTO
involvement would deviate it from its trade objectives and would make labour
related enforcement mcchanism harsh and stringent. It would wipe away thc
achievement of the ILO's soft law approach. Only imposing sanctions for breaches
of labour standards would not improve the working conditions of the developing
countries' industries. Any such improvement in working conditions and
enhancement of labour standards would require tripartite consultation, financing
workers' training and development programmes. Most imporlantly, the economic
and social development level of the country must always be taken into account.

As an altemative to infusing social clauses in global trade agreements, in pursuit
of effective elimination of deplorable working conditions in the developing
countries from the Global South, it would be a moral obligation on the developed
countries from the Global North to help the former develop their infrastmctllre.
education system and increase awareness among workers of their rights at r.l 'ork.
Educating the population, in general, and the workfbrce, in particular, can
eliminate poverly and enhance the labour standards of a country. The morc
educated a workforce, the more highly skilled and better trained they ought to be .
Meaning such a workforce would be -eettrng more lr-nruneration for their
improved skills than those who do not possess such skills and so it would work to
alleviate poverly of the workfbrce.

The ILO should resoft to a naming and shanring stratcsv against a country that
fails to meet the minimum labour standards stipulated by itself. Since the TNCs
are so inf luent ial  in the global econom\'"  thcv ought to play a role ln the
development of the labour standards of der eloping countries. for instancc by
specifying conditions to the government before investrng in a country to ensure
compulsory education for children at work and amending national labour laws to
the extent that it harmonises with the core labour standards of the ILO. In reality,
labour standards would not necessarily improve unless efforts are made to
convince the govemments of developing nations that it would bring benefits to
their country so that they would be encouraged and the government concerned
take steps to improve national labour standards.


